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3. Methodology & Approach  
 

Methodology adopted aims at providing a comprehensive, effective and viable solution to 

the research problems discussed in the Introduction. An action research [23]  based 

methodology is employed here as action research is used in real situations, rather than in 

contrived, experimental studies, since its primary focus is on solving real problems. The 

steps followed in methodology are outlined in figure 3. 

 

The problems that led to carry out the current research are elaborated in the introduction 

and the following is a summary of them. 

 

• Unavailability of effective and cheap mechanism for farmers to have closer grip 

of pricing aspects of their commodities and other market information. 

• Unavailability of productive way to negotiate on pricing aspects of commodities 

by farmer and traders. 

• Difficulties in payment processing and order transportation that de-motivate 

certain traders to reach farmers in remote areas. 

 

3.1 Problem Identification  
 
Initial trigger for this project was the brainstorming process in searching a research work 

related to mobile trading. As a result of that the above problems were guessed and later 

validated mainly with the related work done by Revantha Udugampola [1], also 

supported by the work done by   Harsha de Silva [24] who has had a pilot implementation 

of  fruit and vegetable market information system at Dambulla economic center. 
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Figure 3 - Outline of Methodology Followed 
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3.2 Survey On Possible Technological Approaches and Trading 
Frameworks 
 

Survey was carried out to device possible solutions with  .NET Mobile  Application 

accompanied by a WML Client, JAVA Mobile Application with WML Client,J2ME 

Application, SMS Based Approach with Web Client, PC based Web Solution, SIM 

Application Toolkit (SAT) provided that former three options are equipped with web 

client to serve administrative purposes. Also survey was extended to find suitable e-

trading frame work that can be used in this project. 

 

3.2.1 .NET Mobile Application with WML Client 
This approach will have a WML web client running on a mobile web browser. The WML 

client allows users to interact with the back end application server to perform various 

tasks through menu navigations. 

 

Development Environment 

Tools: VS.NET, Mobile Internet Toolkit (MMIT) 

Language: C# (c sharp) -  

Web Tier: IIS 5.0/ASP.NET 

Backend database: Microsoft SQL Server 2000 

Data Access: ADO.NET 

Device simulators: Openwave, Nokia 6210, 3330 & Siemen S45  

 

 

Figure 4 - High-level Architecture for .NET Mobile Application 
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Client Side Design  

Client side will have a WML application running in a micro browser that allow users to 

trigger various operations interactively through menu navigations.  

 

Client Server Communication through WAP Gateway 

The WML client communicates with the WAP gateway in the wireless network and 

WAP gateway translates WAP requests to HTTP requests, so the WAP client is able to 

submit the requests to the Web server (IIS). Also, the WAP gateway translates Web 

responses (HTTP responses) into WAP responses. 

 

Server Side Design 

Upon receiving a client request by the .NET application server, the request will be 

processed by the C# application and the result that needs to be sent back to the client will 

be generated in the form of WML content by ASP.NET dynamically. 

To facilitate efficiency of client side operations WAP push can be used to push WML 

content to the mobile devices.   

 
3.2.2 JAVA Mobile Application with WML Client 
 
This approach will be an replacement for the .NET frame work and Microsoft 

technologies used in the middle tier in the above approach with JRE, Apache Tomcat 

(web/ WAP server). JSP /Servelets will be used to generate dynamic WML content in 

sending the result back to the client after processing the client request by server side  java 

application. Also data access layer will have JDBC in place of ADO.NET.  

 

 
3.2.3 J2ME Application 
 
 This approach requires a J2ME Client (MIDlet) which could be downloaded from the 

application server and installed in java enabled phone. MIDlet will be having menu 

driven GUI to facilitate event handling.  
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Development Environment 

Tools: J2ME wireless toolkit 2.2 

Language: Java 

Web Tier: Apache Tomcat 4.0.1/Servlet 2.3 

Back-end database: MySQL 

Data access technology: JDBC 

Wireless Messaging API (WMA) 2.0 (JSR 205) 

Device simulators: J2ME emulator (comes with J2ME wireless toolkit 2.2 )   

Internet
Agro Trading 

MIDlet on J2ME  
enabled mobile 

device

Java Application 

Apache Tomcat

Servelet Engine

SMS Connector

Backend 
Database

MySQL

SMS
Gateway

HTTP 
HTTP 

Request/Response JDBC

 

Figure 5 - High-level Architecture for J2ME Approach 

 

Getting the MIDlet downloaded in to the Java enabled phone 

Getting the MIDlet downloaded in to the Java enabled phone can be implemented in one 

of the following two methods. 

1. Creating a WML or XHTML page that can be browsed from a WAP enabled 

phone and in the WML or XHTML page, create a URL to the .jad file (MIDlet 

stored in the application server).  

  
2. WAP push the URL directly to the  phone 

3. Push a URL via SMS 

 

The first and second methods require running a WAP server in middle tier and creating a 

WML page that could be accessed by a WAP browser. The second and third methods are 
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more convenient to users as they don’t require manual key in of the URL on the mobile phone 

as in first approach.  

 

Client Side Design  

J2ME client (MIDlet) will have menu based event-driven user interfaces and a local data 

storage on the mobile device using the Record Management System (RMS) facility 

available with J2ME. The MIDlet will handle only the interaction with the user 

(presentation logic) and leave everything else to the server.  

Server Side Design 

The server-side requires Servelet Engine that can communicate with MIDP applications 

(MIDlets) via the standard HTTP protocol as well as interact directly with databases 

through database-independent JDBC APIs. The Servelet Engine running on the Apache 

Tomcat, passes the MIDlet request to a middle layer of application software (generic java 

classes) that handles business logic and communicates with databases through JDBC. 

Alternatively servelet engine can be replaced by JSP pages.  

 

 

Client to Server Communication 

J2ME client (MIDlet) can communicate with the application server in one of the two 

ways as follows 

1. MIDlet communicates with the servelet engine via a HTTP connection. 

This HTTP connection could be either a streamed HTTP over a raw socket using 

the J2ME Socket protocol handler or the J2ME device's native HTTP connection 

support (HttpConnection). 

 

2. The MIDlet generates a SMS which includes the user request on a specific format, 

upon click on a menu item or any other event triggered by the user. The SMS 

connector layer will read the SMS and direct to the relevant modules based on the 

message code.  

The second approach seems to be better as it caters for disconnected situations between 

client and server that can be experienced in the first approach through HTTP connection. 
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Even efficiency wise the second approach seems to be better as client will not experience 

delays in connectivity due to congestion in IP networks as in first approach.  

 

Server to Client Communication 

Upon processing the client request by the application server, the result can be sent back to 

the J2Me client in the form of a SMS. The J2ME client will read the SMS and will 

display on the screen in a formatted way where user can have options to view it fully, 

accept or reject (if it’s a suggestion) by clicking left , right buttons in the mobile device 

etc. 

 
 
3.2.4 SMS Based Approach with Web Client  
 
This approach will allow users to send a SMS in a specific format to interact with the 

backend Trading Engine. A PC based web client will be handling administrative 

operations and some user queries. 

 

Development Environment 
 
Tools: Eclipse 3.0, XAMPP for Windows Version 1.4.11 ( to run mysql database (4.0.18) 

which can be accessed through phpMyAdmin 2.6.0-pl3 web based interface 

Language: Java (jdk1.5.0_12 ) as the development tool to handle business logic 

Web Tier: Apache Tomcat 5.5.23 /Servlet /JSP 

Back-end database: MySQL 

Data access technology: JDBC 

Others: Mysql-connector-java-5.0.6-bin.jar (connect java –mysql)  

              Servlet-api.jar (to facilitate servelet operations). 

 

Open Source SMS Library  

SMSLib for Java which is a Java API was bit changed and adopted to send and/or receive 

SMS Messages through a GSM modem or phone connected to PC via blue tooth.  
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The following software components are required to use SMSLib:  

• Apache Ant. Used for building the SMSLib sources.  

• Apache Log4J. (log4j-1.2.14.jar )Used for SMSLib logging needs.  

• A Serial Communications Library. SMSLib can be used either with RxTx or SUN 

Java Comm v2.0 for Win32 (comm..jar) 

In using virtual com ports on Windows (i.e. ports that are mapped through 

USB/IrDA/Bluetooth connections) it is required to use the Java com package. 

 

 

Figure 6 - High-level Architecture for SMS based Application 
Client Side Design  

To handle SMS operations the client side doesn’t require any specific requirements other 

than a phone capable of sending and receiving SMS. The web client can be accessed 

through a PC based browser using a internet enabled PC.  

 

Client Server Communication  

SMS client will be interacting with the Trading Portal application server via SMS 

gateway. JSP web client will be communicating with the web server (apache tomcat) 

through HTTP request.   

 

Server Side Design 

The Trading Portal Application server is required to receive SMS from the SMS gateway 

as well as send SMS out from the system. This can be achieved by employing SMSLib in 

the SMS Connecting layer shown in the above diagram. SMS connecting layer will 
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further requires processing the SMS, validating it and directing to the relevant module in 

the portal engine for further processing. Web requests coming from JSP web client will 

be handled through the servelet engine which will call other modules to carry out 

necessary processing and necessary database operations.  

 

3.2.5 PC based Web Solution 
 
With this approach all trading operations will be carried out using a PC based web 

application. All user requests and queries will be submitted through the web client and 

upon receiving such requests by the web server; they will be processed by the application 

server which deals with the database. Once necessary processing is done, web content is 

generated and sends to the client via web server. To implement this type of solutions 

various technological approaches can be followed as follows. 

 

PHP Solution: PHP Client and PHP Server with MySql database  

   (PHP can handle the application logic, Java script for validations) 

Java Solution:  JSP web client, Servelet Engine, Apache Tomcat, Java to handle 

                         Application logic with MySql database 

.NET Solution: ASP web client, IIS, C#/Vb.net to handle application logic and  

                           Sql server database. 

 

3.2.6 SIM Application Toolkit (SAT) 
 

SAT is a technology that allows configuring and programming the SIM card. The SIM 

card contains simple application logic developed using SAT Developer Kit that is able to 

exchange data with the SMSC, to carry out trading transactions. With this approach a 

specific mobile operator will need to provide the application logic and is responsible of 

providing the SIM card. The bearer of the communication between the mobile device 

(SAT) and SMSC is SMS and the network is e.g. GSM, 2,5G or 3G. 

The SAT Developer Kit requires a complete simulated GSM environment, 

including GSM network, SMSC and a mobile phone. For application written in SIM Tool 

Kit commands, the card can initiate actions for example; the SIM can create a menu for 

the application to perform trading operations or the request service information. 
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Application logic can be developed using any preferred language that is agreed by the 

mobile operator which need to be hosted on the mobile operator’s application server. 

 

3.2.6 Survey On SMS Gateways and SMS Libraries 
 
Kannel is an open source WAP gateway. Kannel also works as an SMS gateway for GSM 

networks.  Almost all GSM phones can send and receive SMS messages, so this is a way 

to serve many more clients than just those using a new WAP phone. SMS, short message 

services, are widely used all over the world in huge amounts.  The main use for Kannel is 

to link HTTP based services to various SMS centers using obscure protocols. Kannel is 

mainly being developed on Linux systems, and should be fairly easy to port to other 

Unix-like systems. 

 

3.2.7 Survey on Trading Framework 
 
As per the Literature review ebXML was identified as a trading framework that could be 

adapted for the SMS based trading portal where as UMM Meta Model was identified as the 

underlying modeling methodology. 
 

3.3 Evaluation among the possible technologies identified 
 
. NET Mobile applications are heavily server-side oriented and rely on WAP gateway for 

inter-protocol translations which may create performance issues at client side. 

One advantage is that .NET Mobile’s Adaptive User Interface generation technique 

enables it to support varied mobile client-device types (cell phone, PDA or pager) using 

the same code base. On the other hand, J2ME requires developing using separate profiles 

for cell phones and PDAs. 

 

However it was decided to adhere to Java technologies mainly because relevant 

development tools and API’s freely available from sun cooperation compared to 

Microsoft technologies hence .NET mobile application approach was discarded.  
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On the same grounds it was decided to have MySql as the database and Apache tomcat as 

the web server.  

 
The SAT Approach was discarded mainly because comparatively high development cost 

and the requirement of mobile operators’ intermediation to host the application logic in 

mobile operator side servers. Also for testing purposes it requires a complete simulated 

GSM environment, including GSM network, SMSC and a mobile phone. Further learning 

curve of SAT application development was also taken into consideration. 

 

The problem identification section in 3.1 highlights the requirement of effective and 

efficient solution for farmers and traders to get pricing aspects and other information as 

well as an effective negotiation mechanism. The total web based solution will not cater 

for this requirement as its practically impossible to access a PC to introduce offers to 

sell/buy, carry out bidding, negotiate pricing etc. The totally web based approach was not 

selected due to its un-portability.  

 

J2ME approach is favored over WML / Java application and SMS based approach mainly 

due to J2ME’s Record Store facility that provides a client-side data manager. It helps 

minimized network roundtrips and, hence slightly faster data retrieval times. The RMS 

facility of the J2ME application can be used to store farmer / trader offers introduced, 

bids placed, best bid available, payment information etc. This facilitates quick local 

navigation of the information as well as making comparisons on different offers, bids etc. 

Both J2ME and Java/WML approaches will have menu driven systems where clicking on 

menu items facilitate making various requests with increased usability. Even responding 

a message came from the trading portal application server will also carried out through 

few clicks on the GUI. 

Both J2ME approach and WML/Java approach requires WAP enabled phones. In J2ME 

application WAP is required to download the J2ME client and updates as well as to 

communicate with the server if requests are made as HTTP requests. In WML/Java 

approach WAP is mandatory requirement for mobile to get WML content in pull or push 

(WAP push) mechanisms. In J2ME approach the mobile phone should even be a java 

enabled one.  
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When evaluating technologies main consideration was placed on providing a cost 

effective solution to the end user as this solution is mainly targeted for rural farming 

community and traders from all parts of the country. The factors that discourage the 

J2ME or WML / Java solution is as follows. 

 Comparative high cost of the WAP/Java Enabled phone which may be a burden to 

rural farmers compared to other cheaper phones available in the mobile market 

that can be used to send SMS. 

 Un-familiarity  with sophisticated mobile technologies and approaches  by rural 

community 

 Additional service charges for WAP facility. 

 Need to install the J2ME application on the phone and upgrade it time to time as 

and when required. 

 Menu driven approach may not straight forward access to some items and will 

require considerable effort to navigate until the correct option is found. 

 May experience disconnections with the server with high network loads and user 

may have performance issues. 

 

A problem found in WML/Java WAP based approach is implementation of sinhala 

characters for the WAP site. 

 

The SMS based approach is favoured mainly due to following factors. 

 Any cheap phone can be used to send and receive SMS hence it’s a very cost 

effective solution for the end user. 

 User doesn’t need to worry about navigations or browsing; the approach is 

straight forward and simple where message codes are used to make different 

requests. 

 

 This approach may be user friendly as all user requests are based on message 

codes and figures for an e.g. when posting a SMS to the system by farmer or 

trader its simply a MESSAGE CODE, PIN and price, qty etc or some flag only 

which effectively by passes some language barriers.  
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3.4 Approach to Construct the Solution 
 

3.4.1 Define the Trading Framework 
 
The concept behind the ebXML frame work is partially adopted in defining a framework 

for the proposed SMS based trading portal where farmers, traders and transporters 

interact with each other. Basically a subset of features in ebXML framework can be 

utilized to define a frame work to be based on. 

 

There are several reasons why ebXML framework can’t be adopted as it is. 

To implement an e-business that is fully compliant on ebXML it requires enterprises or 

business parties having a business process specification schema in the form of XML 

that provides a standard framework by which business systems may be configured at each 

business party to support execution of business collaborations. 

 

In this SMS based trading portal the interacting parties deal with the system through  

SMS’s using a mobile phone and to a lesser degree with a web client.  

Most of the interacting parties would be individual farmers and traders where they don’t 

have individual business systems to be configured to cater for each others business 

requirements. But still the partial ebXML compliancy can be achieved through the profile 

manager that allows defining collaboration protocol profile. 
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Subset of features in the ebXML that  can be employed in the proposed SMS 

based Trading portal 

 

Business Documents 

SMS message it self serve as the business document. 

 

Core Components 

The basic elements of the SMS message are the core components. 

 

Business Process Specification Schema 

The business process is hard coded and there will be no sharing of business documents 

and core components among interacting parties to configure business systems.  

 

Collaboration-Protocol  

The SMS message content defines the collaboration protocol. For an e.g. an offer to sell 

introduced by farmer contains the Product Code, Location , Quantity Available, Ask 

Price, minimum quantity to buy, acceptable, price variation etc. and these elements define 

the requirements to be satisfied for a business collaboration to take place. The profile 

manager introduced as a post research enhancement will smoothen this operation to a 

greater degree by allowing individuals to define their own profile with business 

requirements. 

 

Discovery Service  

Same as in ebXML the feature of interacting parties discovering each other and the 

products and services they have to offer is available with the suggested framework. Here 

the discovery service based on offer matching mechanism which is invoked upon 

introducing offers to sell by farmers and offers to buy by traders. 

 

Messaging:  

Exchanging electronic business messages are based on SMS messaging. 
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Repository 

The database will be the repository that stores business documents (SMS) carrying out 

the functions of storage and maintenance of information utilized for an electronic 

business exchange. The shared repository allows the interacting parties to discover each 

other’s business offering by means of the discovery service which is the farmer-trader 

offer matching thread in real implementation. 

 

The Meta-model named UMM (UN/CEFACT Modeling Methodology) which is based 

on UML is employed to identify and model Business objects, Business Collaboration 

Patterns and Business Negotiation Patterns. Ultimately these business objects were 

mapped to relevant classes and respective collaboration and negotiation patterns were 

mapped to respective methods in classes. 

 

3.4.2 Business Process Modeling with UML 
 
The business process is modeled to get following artifacts with UML. 

Requirements Artifacts  

Use case Diagrams 

Analysis artifacts  

Sequence Diagram  

Design artifacts 

Business Process Use Case / Collaboration Diagrams  

State Diagrams to depict business collaboration protocols 

Class Diagram to model the data objects and operations  

 

Identification of the ISO Open-edi Phases of a Business Collaboration namely Planning, 

Identification, Negotiation, Actualization, and Post-Actualization is done to facilitate the 

construction of business collaboration protocols.  

The business collaborations are decomposed to a set of business transactions and further 

to activities. This will support to map activities that composed of transactions to methods 

in classes in the class diagram. Transaction Patterns are required to be identified to 

support the reusability.  
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3.4.3 Define High level Architecture and Design Components 
 
To achieve the system robustness, flexibility and resistance to potential change, the 

popular three-tier architecture is deployed in the system. The architecture is composed of 

three layers: the user interface layer, the application logic layer and the database layer. 

The three-tier architecture aims to solve a number of recurring design and development 

problems, hence to make the application development work more easily and efficiently.  

 

The interface layer in the three-tier architecture offers the user a friendly and convenient 

entry to communicate with the system via SMS client and some functionality through the 

JSP web client  while the application logic layer performs the controlling functionalities 

and manipulating the underlying logic connection of information flows; finally, the data 

modeling job is conducted by the data access  layer, which can store, index, manage and 

model information needed for this application. 

 

 
 

Figure 7 - Three Tier Architecture employed for the Trading Portal 
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Design Components 

Design Components of the Trading Engine will be identified based on the requirements 

artifacts defined in business modeling which includes modules such as SMS Processing 

Module, User Management, Offer Management, Bid Management, Service Registration, 

Transaction Manager, Transportation Manager and Payment Client etc. 

 

 

3.4.4 Define SMS messaging Protocols and Mapping messaging codes and 
system modules 
 

All the SMS messages that’ll be sent to the system are required to be defined with a 

specific format starting with a message code. Message codes should be unique and are 

organized in to series. A particular message series will handle operations of a specific 

module mentioned above. Furthermore each message code is mapped to a particular 

method in a class. For an e.g. Message code 200 is for farmer to introduce an offer to sell 

where as 201 to modify the offer. The 400 series is defined for biding operations. 

 

 

3.5 Evaluation to Claim the Suitability of the Solution 
 

Evaluation of the system will be based on the testing carried out by simulating SMS 

gateway functionality by a mobile phone / GSM modem with the java SMSLib . Testing 

needs to be done for each and every SMS format defined to make sure that the system 

responds in the expected way as well as the system demonstrates a good response time.  

Chapter-5 discusses the testing approach and an possible empirical evaluation [5.4] 

that could be carried out. Questioner based user evaluation [5.5] of the system was also 

done to evaluate the system usability. 

 

 


